
Amazon Customer Reviews 
 

All 57 original customer reviews are still available below from the discontinued book, “After The 

Warning 2016.” This will help to understand how other customers liked or disliked the content they 

read in the original book. The new titled book “After The Warning To 2038” is the same extensive 

number of prophecies of saints and visionaries, with revised and updated information. This info gives 

an unbiased reflection of the major content in this revised titled book.  

 
44 Positive Reviews 
 

5/5 stars   “I have recommended it to others” 

By patricia rose    May 22, 2017 

Format: Paperback/Verified Purchase 

“Very interesting book! I have recommended it to others. I bought 3 of them.” 
 

5/5 stars    “Eye opening book” 

By veronica   May 3, 2017 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Really enjoyed reading , a bit scary.” 
 

5/5 stars    “Remember the Monastery in Hiroshima who survived the Bombing” 

By debbie carlin    April 30, 2017 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“I've been following the Marian apparitions since I was seven years old, when I brought a children's' 

book home from the library on the Miracle at Fatima. Bruce Cyr put it all together. I, too, like Pope 

John Paul II, am all Hers and I cheer Her on in Her task to crush the head of the serpent. Much of what 

he reports, is the same information I have received in meditation. It's how I can tell this information is 

authentic. My dates differ, but I don't think you should really put definitive dates on predictions or 

prophesies. Mary and the Visionaries know the dates. Watch for their announcements. I congratulate 

Bruce Cyr on this work, for he had to go deep inside to be able to put this all together. This is a very 

well-researched work. 

Pray for all of us in the Americas. ...And remember the monastery in Hiroshima who were doing what 

Mary told them; "say the Rosary and read Scripture every day, fast on Wednesdays and Fridays on 

bread and water, go to Mass once a week and receive Communion." (Especially in America, bring 

Confession back.) This is not just for Catholics. When the bombs fell, the monastery was protected 

and the residents never even got radiation sickness. They lived. You, too, can survive the coming 

storms, if you are prepared spiritually.” 

 

4/5 stars   “Seers, Saints, Sages, and Scoundrels,” 

By Rocky Racoon/ Vine Voice   March 16, 2017 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

      “If you want to place a credibility barrier between your church, your religion, and the public, just 

try predicting an exact date for the end of the world. Evangelicals, New Agers, Catholics, and other 

Christians have done that for many years. In all fairness, it seems the apostles and/or disciples seemed 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R7PXOHIW80EFN/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0993619606
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RD5LLGUUMRC1A/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0993619606


to believe a Second Coming was imminent during their life times. When the date of expectation 

doesn't come to fruition, it can do two things: It can strengthen an urgent vigilance or destroy one's 

faith. That's why, right off the bat, that the expected event in the title "The Warning," (which, by the 

way, is far removed from "the end of the world") is flatly guessed wrong by author Bruce Cyr. He uses 

the clues of saints' writings, the Bible, church writings, biographies, historical texts, etc. to give us a 

plethora of evidence that the world seems like a sleeping cesspool waiting to be stirred and awoken. 

      Fortunately for me, I read the free preview, so I was absorbed enough in his development and logic 

to give the rest of the book a try. What I found is that he is lucid and logical for giving ample insight 

for the past and the present--even if some of the future prognostications can be taken with a grain of 

salt. If you thumb through the bibliography following the text, you will find a cogent library of dozens 

of books he mentions along the way giving credence to the urgency of a world gone South in faith. 

The consequences and fruits of a world gone wayward can surely be seen, and his writing is a sobering 

magnifying glass, but one that is both logical and flawed. 

       Cross-referencing Bible passages, Marian apparition messages, saints' journals, and Pope's 

writings, we are indeed in trouble. Regardless of the time-frames mentioned, it is clear that man is 

heading to a collision course of recklessness that can't be sustained. Abandoning God yields bitter fruit 

in every era, but the suicidal tendencies that keep exacerbating during these latter days are real and 

alarming. 

      Of course faith is necessary to really be able to appreciate this book. Mostly based upon the 

correlations present during Fatima (exactly a century ago this year), Lourdes, Garabandal, and (most 

recently) Medjugorje, Our Lady, The Blessed Mother, Mary, Mother of Jesus has been giving dire 

warnings to mankind to reform, do penance, and pray for peace or else there will be consequences. As 

a pilgrim that has actually been to Lourdes and Medjugorje, I believe (and Pope Urban has allowed the 

benefit of faith for unconfirmed phenomena such as Medjugorje) there are tell-tale signs of a heavenly 

presence in those places. Consider then the aspect that The Blessed Mother has been present for over 

thirty years in the little village in Bosnia-Hercegovina, then one realizes how startling man's state of 

affairs is given the fact that she appeared merely six times during the halcyon period during 1917. 

       I don't do the book or the church justice if I don't counter my words with the concept that hope is 

instilled through all these church figures--or the author. It is not about gloom and doom. It is about 

fostering a faith that is the fruit of a Godly love life. It is recognizing we are only here a short time on 

earth, and we need to consummate a relationship with God. Jesus spoke about vigilance in many 

parables and sermons. It is just that we are too sleepy to see that we are imminently living in much 

more urgent times. 

       If for nothing else, I found facts about saints, Popes, historical times, and short biographies of the 

blessed, the terrible (like Hitler), the movers and changers (Martin Luther), to be historically lively and 

fascinating. Every age has its harvest. Fatima had three secrets that came to fruition, and now we are 

looking down the barrel of some treacherous tribulations (Ones that are meant to awaken, but need 

spiritual preparation.) 

       It is for these reasons, flaws and all, that I like the ultimate "love and logic" of 'After the Warning,' 

the perspective that no matter how dire matters get, God was/is/and always will be in charge of human 

affairs.” 

Comment:  (Bruce Cyr  author) “Thank You for an honest assessment.” 

 

4/5 stars   “Self proclaimed ?  Or true prophet ?”  



By Ann Dasher   March 16, 2017 

Format: Kindle Edition 

“The Bible says beware of false prophets. Although Mr Bruce sticks to a use of other prophets and the 

Bible as references and there is no doubt of his extensive research, still a doubtful caution remains 

with the specific dates and literal descriptions.” 

 

5/5 stars    “Five Stars”  

By Kindle Customer   November 10, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“One of the best books ever.” 

 

4/5 stars   “A revelation in itself”  

By Romsn Eagle   November 5, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition 

“This book is interesting to read. It is an interpretation that is often ignored. I must admit when I first 

began reading it I wondered about the conclusions about which the author wrote however after reading 

the book I have come to the conclusion that it is a book that should be possessed and reread in the 

future. One drawback on the book is the fact that the same information is often repeated thereby 

bringing confusion at times to the readers.” 

 

5/5 stars   “Five Stars”  

By  Deb    October 20, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“It was what I expected.” 

 

5/5 stars   “Five Stars”  

By JOE   October 12, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition 

“Excellent” 

 

 

 

4/5 stars  “Four Stars” 

By Duane E  Morrow   September 19, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“As a catholic I found this book to be true to my Faith everyone should read it.” 

 

4/5 stars   “Hope for the future”  

By Gail A. Carlock   August 11, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition 

It confirms the prophecies and secrets revealed to the Catholic Church and shows how far the church 

has veered from God's plan. Again reveals that God is merciful and in time will bring his children back 

to Him in a less than gentle manner. Although the timetable may be off, and the events may not be as 

stated. It allows people to see that our hope is in the One True God and that He is Love 



 

5/5 stars   “Five Stars” 

By Carmen Weber    August 6, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“A great book!” 

 

5/5 stars   “Great!”  

By Amazon Customer   June 28, 2016 

Format:  Paperback/Verified Purchase 

“Effective service. Great!” 

 

5/5 stars    “Five Stars”  

By  Preacher O.  May 16, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“very informative.” 

 

5/5 stars    “Good read if you are interested in insights to what…” 

By wizard crusier     April 28, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Never go by date predictions, but what is going to happen in the future could very well be true. It has 

already started. This book is a wake-up call. Very informative on behind the scenes in government and 

why things are happening in the world today. Good read if you are interested in insights to what is 

really happening in a spiritual sense.” 

 

5/5 stars   “mother”  

By janna57   April 21, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“I have heard messages from Medjugorie from my mother. We used to always joke that my mother 

was prepared for all of the non-perishable food that she had in the basement. Unfortunately, I am not 

so prepared with food. Much of what is in this book sounded familiar from the messages of Marian 

apparitions. It is scary. Although, Easter 2016 has passed, I still believe that this may happen. I wish 

my family would start taking this seriously. I will just continue to pray the rosary daily.” 

 

5/5 stars  “Be aware! The end times are here.”  

By John T Eivers   March 30, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition 

“This is the scariest book I have read. Reviewing the prophecies of the saints and Revelation, a plea 

for prayer and a renewal of faith is certainly an outcome of the author's purpose.” 

 

5/5 stars  “Five Stars” 

By Tami Ashcraft   March 15, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Every Catholic should read this book!” 

 



5/5 stars  “Five Stars” 

By Robert McEvoy   March 14, 2016 

Format: Paperback/Verified Purchase 

“Great book but frightening” 

 

5/5 stars  “EYE OPEnER” 

By Jean P. Bruce   March 3, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“This is an informative book to read it's written by Bruce Cyr who is prophetic. Besides his gift these 

warnings have been written down from the saints and seers who got theses messages from Mary over 

the years, of what's to come in the future.. One event is march 25th of this year. (2016) It is supposed 

to affect everyone in the world. but (if) it actually happens then beware of what else is going to 

happen, effecting the whole world . It is very scary. Everyone should read it.” 

 

4/5 stars  “Four Stars” 

By Amazon Customer   February 13, 2016 

Format: Paperback/Verified Purchase 

“Book is real excellent especially if you are interested in prophetic issues I recommend it” 

 

5/5 stars  “I felt the book was well researched and it tied...” 

By Amazon Customer   February 6, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“I felt the book was well researched and it tied many aspects of the catholic faith, and prophecies 

together into a timeline that I feel is very accurate. However I heard once that it says to not be afraid 

365 times in the bible so I trust whatever happens that God will take care of those who truly are 

repentant for their sins and turn completely and sincerely to him.” 

 

5/5 stars  “Eye opener, thorough researched history, governments, finance, miracles, Catholic saints, 

Doctrines, reveals truths if you hear” 

By Amazon Customer    January 30, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Great chronological narration of seven Churches in The Revelations in the Catholic Bible. Great 

Warning, urging to use the Only Weapon against The Deceit of Satan to destroy the Humanity. Padre 

Pio said that the Only Weapon that Can Defeat The Devil is praying the Rosary everyday with 

Devotion to Virgin Mary.” 

 

5/5 stars “Summary of the work” 

By Brian D Babiak   December 27, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition 

“This quote sums it up: This work will reflect on the two adversaries: Mary and Satan throughout this 

present fifth Church age. Marian Apparitions (Mary) are listed in a summary and then are revealed in a 

chronological order throughout this work. The Mystery of Iniquity (Satan) is also revealed in a 

chronological order throughout this work. During this fifth Church age, God counteracts the Mystery 



of Iniquity, through Marian influence during her apparitions, appealing for prayer and other 

reparations, preventing the demise of the human race ." 

 

5/5 stars  “but like many others have said” 

By Thomas Mora    November 21, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition 

“I'm only about half way through this book, but like many others have said....it's hard to put down. 

This writer shows guts by specifying dates. He will either be written off as another kook, or a modern 

day prophet. Some powerful things are going to happen this coming Easter, and several days leading 

up to this holy day. I ordered a food dehydrator, and a book explaining the process in case his 

predictions come to pass. Seriously, I'm trying to prepare a 3 month supply of dehydrated food for 

myself and my loved ones when all hell breaks loose.” 

 

4/5 stars “You can’t help but be scared, reading these predictions!” 

By pmd   November 20, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Don't want to believe these predictions but unfortunately some of them are probably true. Our world 

is no longer a Christian nation. We have let evil into our lives and now we will have to pay for our 

sins. At least we know that despite the tribulation we will have to go through, God's mercy will 

prevail!” 

 

5/5 stars  “Five Stars” 

By robert o eddy  November 6, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“thank you” 

 

5/5 stars  “Covers about all apparitions of Mary, angels having to…” 

By Savilla Hudson   October 8, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Covers about all apparitions of Mary, angels having to do w predictions. Author was Protestant now 

Catholic so has a broad spectrum of study & reading. Respect his presentation & knowledge. 

Comment: The author has always been Catholic but has studied the Protestant/Evangelical end times 

interpretations.  

 

5/5 stars  “Riveting” 

By ROBERT M. DIBERNARDO   September 27, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Couldn't put the book down. It was the most moving book I ever read. It stays with you and you think 

about it all day. Amazing and I believe it. It was also very scary. A must read.” 

 

5/5 stars  “A very scary warning. Pray more.” 

By Robert   September 13, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 



      “Reading this book on my Kindle and have already compiled a book of "notes". Yes the book is 

very scary. Has this book been sanctioned by the church, bishop etc, for its impact is great.. Author 

gives specific dates especially to 2038 and others but as another reviewer said all is to happen by 2017. 

So who's right? Only God knows. Yes, I'm praying for discernment, God knows I need it to prepare 

myself and family for the horrific events to come. God must really be PO'd and rightfully so with the 

craziness of the world. We just can't keep this pace up without Divine justice cleaning it up for I think 

its beyond mans ability anymore. I will definitely buy the paper book as soon as it's available in the 

US. 

       In 1993 I went to Medjugoria to renew my lost faith and was fortunate to hear a speech by 

Marjiana and met several times with Vicka. I was also in Vicka home which contained a great 

devotion to Mary. I also had my picture taken with my arm around her and felt levitated at that instant. 

She definitely has a special aura about her. I never heard the visionaries give any specific dates that I 

can remember. I shot 12 rolls of 36 film which have mysteriously disappeared since then. Devils 

work?? Thanks for listening to my winded review.” 

Bob 

 

5/5 stars  “Excellent reading. If only 10% of these predictions happen our world will be in deep 

trouble. We should return to God and prayer” 

By Cathy Parker   August 30, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Excellent reading ..... When will this book be available in USA.  I would like to get a paperback copy 

of this book.” 

 

4/5 stars  “Scary future for us in the near future.” 

By pam r   August 28, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition 

“This is a very well researched book on the future of man and the Earth based on Biblical and Catholic 

prophecy. The information in this book is very in touch with current events but I recommend 

discernment as you read. I found myself feeling stressed and afraid during parts. I am not Catholic and 

not familiar with the Saints and find it difficult to believe Catholicism is the one "true" religion. The 

interpretation of the prophecies are fascinating. The book could be shorter by leaving out or in 

incorporating some of the redundant areas.” 

 

5/5 stars   “Five Stars” 

By Heather Bohan   July 9, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Very well written! Hard to put down!” 

 

4/5 stars    “Frightening” 

By pross    June 22, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“was anyone reading this book frightened? I think I am a good Catholic, but knowing things like this 

will happen, am I prepared? I am afraid for my family. 



Nothing has ever rocked me as this book has. 

Please, if anyone has a comment for me, please let me know.” 

Comments: 

M. Christopher 

“That's a great way of looking at it, David. I would have never thought of that.  

After some time, I have realized that there IS nothing that I can do, and as long as I live my life as God 

intended, I will be fine. Thank you for replying!” 

 

M. Christopher 

“You are correct. It is just frightening to think of these things happening. But my point of view has 

changed. I am in agreement with you. As a good Catholic, who attends Mass, teaches CCD, is a lector 

and a Eucharistic Minister, and whatever He would want me to do, I will be all right. Thank you for 

your message. God bless you!” 

 

Amazon Customer 

“Do Not Fear Sudden Terror: (went to a web site) 

 

Lem25 

“Read "My Heart Will Triumph" released 8/16. I believe it will help calm your spirit about future 

events.  Padre Pio said, "pray, hope and don't worry!"  

Have your heart with God and trust Him in all things and ask him daily for peace in your heart.” 

 

Eyeman 

“There have been many prophets and those that say they are prophets. The difference is the 

"interpretation" of the prophesy from the Holy Spirit. Not all get it right, many misinterpret what is 

being said. Don't fret only God knows the end times. 

 

David Ashton 

“If it is happens then there is nothing you can do about it. Be grateful for the forewarning. I've been 

telling everyone I know about what is coming and if it does, you can bet your life they will want to 

know more. In fact you should be excited because the world is changing for the better.” 

 

 

Beth B. 

“I agree, Pamela. I'm an upbeat person, but when it comes to living off the land and defending my 

family and home against looters, terrorists, etc., I get depressed. I acknowledge that I am soft and 

unprepared, but also, if I were to prepare as the book says (food, water, seeds, medicine, etc.), I would 

have to spend several thousand dollars right now to prepare for four people for about a year. I can only 

speak for myself, but I cannot do that if I am not sure that this will happen. I will pray for an answer. I 

do not know how Middle Easterners live like this. My heart goes out to them. God bless. 

 

pross 

“Thank you so, so much. You are so right. Your reassurance makes sense. I pray the Rosary everyday, 

and I have will look for the Chaplet and 33-dayer and start those. Thank you so very much.” 



 

CrazyMom 

“Pamela, trust in God and in Jesus' mercy! Read the Dairy of St. Faustina which speaks constantly of 

the need to pray the Rosary and the Chaplet of Divine Mercy! Fear comes from satan so when you feel 

fear PRAY! I would also highly recommend doing the 33 day Consecration to Mary through Jesus by 

St. Louis de Monfort! We have no control over the things being done and legalized in our country and 

you may feel helpless but we, as Catholic Christians, can do the most important thing, that is to attend 

Holy Mass as often as we can, go to Confession to receive many graces and to PRAY at all times for 

the conversion of sinners. God is so merciful and never doubt the powerful intercession of our Mother 

Mary! She has worked miracles in my life and many prayers were answered by Her intercession. Also, 

pray to the Saints they walked before us and persevered to the end! They endured martyrdom by the 

grace of God! So please don't worry or fear things of the future, only God knows what is going to 

happen and aren't we all His children? He won't leave us it is us who have left Him.” 

 

5/5 stars  “Five Stars”  

By Lisa Carey   June 21, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Very informative!” 

 

5/5 stars  “Precise. Maybe too precise.” 

By Robert Davidson   June 20, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“I personally do not like giving years, especially dates when such and such will happen, unless it is 

almost certain. The author says to have the gift of prophecy. Based on statements by St Bridget of 

Sweden, and Blessed. Bartholomew Holzhauzer he starts dividing Church Ages, and says we are 

currently in the fifth Church Age. From their he adds what the Catholic Church has accepted as private 

revelations, and soon connects them to Garabandal, Medjuorgje, Pedro Regis and probably a few 

others. The date for the warning and the miracle seem plausible, but certainly not set in stone. I've read 

of other saints possible, such as St. Stanislaus in 2019 for the miracle (a polish priest, as was Pope JP2 

). Then the Church goes through an age of peace (Sixth Church Age ). Finally the Seventh Church Age 

begins with the Antichrist followed by the conversion of the Jews. An excellent book, especially to 

keep one from thinking to much of the end of the world, as opposed to what's happening and Church 

Ages.” 

5/5 stars   “Five Stars” 

By Philip Joseph Maitino   June 15, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Every practicing Christian should read this book.” 

 

5/5 stars   “Keep Calm and Pray the Rosary” 

By SMJC- MSHL   June 13, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Excellent book and thoroughly researched. Compilations of prophecies into times, seasons, and 

themes are well thought out and informative. I have studied prophecies for 30 years and liked this 

book very much. I think all the events foretold will come to pass by late 2017 rather than 2038. 



Nonetheless, only time will tell. The author's arguments have merit and should be studied closely. 

Overall, an excellent book and a job well done!” 

 

5/5 stars    “A must read” 

By David Ashton   June 12, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

This book is amazing. When you look at the entire world and understand it's true structure, this book is 

a must read. You can figure out pretty much what really happened in history for all major events over 

the last two hundred years. Also, knowing what is coming down the track is mind blowing, and I am 

eternally grateful to Bruce for his efforts to tie the last 1000 years together in one read. The human 

race are getting what we deserve and not many know about it. 

 

5/5 stars   “Five Stars” 

By Kenneth Foster   June 2, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“I wish everyone would read it” 

 

5/5 stars   “Get ready, NOW” 

By melinda marhoefer   May 18, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Wow, come God's warning soon. This corrupt world needs a reality check” 

 

5/5 stars   “Good analysis of Catholic Prophecy” 

By Doug Burrow   April 23, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Good analysis on Catholic prophecy, where we are at now, and where we may be heading in the near 

future. If you are interested in prophecy, then this book is for you. Well worth the price! As with any 

book on prophecy, discernment is advised.” 

 

 

 

 

 

5/5 stars   “Wow what an eye opener” 

By Kathryn   March 28, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“I could not put this book down I was well aware of the revelations regarding our lady but the author 

adds more detail regarding how it all goes in to God's plan it was very refreshing and takes the scary 

out of revelation a must read!” 

 

5/5 stars  “Lengthy good Book.”  

By Amazon Customer March 23, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition 



“Lengthy good Book. . The author did a very good job in explaining the prophecies and how they 

relate to our future events. I have a difficult time in agreeing with everything he has said but only God 

and the Medjugorje Mystics know what is going to happen. If you want to read this book I would 

recommended that you read a book on The Marian appariations in Medjugorje first, to have a baseline, 

to understand where the author is coming from. 

I really enjoyed this book and I would recommend it to anyone who has an interest in the 10 secrets or 

in Catholic prophecies” 

 

13 - Critical Reviews 
 

3/5 stars   “Three Stars” 

By Amazon Customer    May 21, 2017 

Format: Paperback/Verified Purchase 

“wrong as rain” 
 

1/5 stars     “Too uncritical of the sources” 

By Amazon Customer    May 6, 2017 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Very uncritically citing approved and non- approved sources such as Medjugorje which is currently 

on the verge of being condemned by the church. Also it is unclear when the writer states his own view 

or citing sources” 

Comment:  (Bruce Cyr- author)  The result of the work of the apparitions on Medjugorje starting in 

2010 by Pope Benedict XVI and presided over by Cardinal Camillo Ruini has just been released. Pope 

Francis stated positively, "A commission of good theologians, bishops, cardinals. Well done, well 

done, well done. The report... is very, very good." The report states: "The commission noted a very 

clear difference between the beginning of the phenomenon and its following development, and 

therefore decided to issue two distinct votes on the two different phases: the first seven presumed 

appearances between June 24 and July 3, 1981, and all that happened later. Members and experts came 

out with 13 votes (out of 14) in favour of recognizing the supernatural nature of the first visions. A 

member voted against and an expert expressed a suspensive vote. The committee argues that the six 

young seers were psychically normal and were caught by surprise by the apparition, and that nothing 

of what they had seen was influenced by either the Franciscans of the parish or any other subjects. 

They showed resistance in telling what happened despite the police arrested them and death 

threatening them. The commission also rejected the hypothesis of a demonic origin of the apparitions." 

(This is quoted from lastampa.it site) This is good news confirming part of the truth, finally emerging 

from the Medjugorje apparitions after 35 years. 

Also lately, the Vatican has sent, "Polish Archbishop Henryk Hoser, who the Pope appointed to serve 

as apostolic envoy or administrator at Medjugorje, and who spoke in a more positive way of the 

enormous “fruits” from the site, especially its more than forty confessionals, its countless conversions, 

especially among young, and the hundreds of priestly vocations it has produced." Archbishop Hoser 

said after a week there. “And you can say to the whole world that in Medjugorje, there is a light… we 

need these spots of light in today’s world that is going down into darkness.”  

(quoted from Spiritdaily web site) 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1BVR6448PMIVW/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0993619606
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2M4PW5GI5O7IQ/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0993619606


3/5 stars   “Poorly written. I also read that it may have…” 

By Kathryn S.   December 20, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Poorly written. I also read that it may have been partially plagiarized, which kind of blows his 

credibility. His message is scary, but what he says is definitely worth regarding.” 

Comment: (from Bruce Cyr) 

“This book is quite well written according to other reviews. It does repeat similar prophecies from 

various visionaries to give credibility to the 10 events that will unfold. Mary, mother of Jesus repeats 

many of her admonitions to the Church. This is not new in Marian prophecies. In regards to an 

accusation to plagiarized information: I have never read that particular author's books. All of the 

information, I used, is available through books written by priests and other credible researchers that 

have given credibility to these events, listed on 30 pages in bibliography and acknowledgements in the 

back of the book. I have been led by the Holy Spirit to understand some of the sequences of the events 

unfolding and hopefully I have placed these events in a chronological order. No one owns the 

prophecies given to us by the Holy Spirit in the Catholic Church. Words of the future are given to us 

by God and God alone, free of charge. Authors reading the same information in research may come to 

the same conclusions. ” 

 

3/5 stars   “Three Stars” 

By Ann M. Schmidt   December 16, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“It started out very interesting, but after chapter 40 is got rather repeating and that got boring” 

Comment: (from Bruce Cyr) 

“There are 10 secrets or events expected to unfold over the coming years, some that are dire. To give 

credibility to each event, the same or similar scenario is seen by different visionaries that give 

credibility to the event. That may seem boring to read and chapters 40 and 41 are not easy reading, in 

fact, it is some of the most difficult scenarios to accept. Chapter 42 moves into understanding how 

God is going to bring chastisements to mankind starting in the very late 2020s and early 2030s that 

visionaries have seen. That does not sound boring to me.” 

 

2/5 stars  “Prophesy unfulfilled” 

By Melissa Tugaeff-Rodgers   September 2, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Prophesy unfulfilled” 

 

3/5 stars   “very comprehensive which is good. Like the information on the new world order…” 

By Robert P. Mgough   July 10, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“very comprehensive which is good. Like the information on the new world order but too much based 

upon the Garabandal Spain Marian apparition which unfortunately is a satanic distraction which has 

never been approved by the Church. Garabandal and Medugorge are both satanic distractions from the 

true apparitions of Fatima and Akita. I believe the messages given at Akita are essentially the third 

secret of Fatima. Why? because Pope Benedict XVI said so before he was forced out by the 

homosexual freemasons in the Vatican.” 



 

3/5 stars   “Prophetic book with bad interpretations.” 

By Snowkey   June 2, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“The author was clearly off on his key timeline. Something major should have happened by Easter 

2016 and it didn't. I found his references to key prophesies very interested but, clearly, his 

interpretations of those prophesies were wrong - by a mile.” 

 

1/5 stars   “This man appears to have plagiarized the work of Ron… 

By Adrian P. Quinn   February 29, 2016 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“This man appears to have plagiarized the work of Ron Conte Jr. significantly. He seems to be using 

Conte's work in order to make money. This is a very disrespectful and low action. In effect, it is 

stealing. People should stay clear of this work and go to the person who actually put in the work to 

obtain the information. You can find the original author at [...]. I am not endorsing the work as 

authentic. I am merely pointing out that Bruce Cyr is stealing the work of another in creating this book 

for money. At no time does he reference Conte and yet the dates and ideas are identical.” 

Comment: (from Bruce Cyr) As I have said before, I have not bought any of Mr. Ron Conte Jr’s books  

nor have I read them.  I have used information from many credible sources; and there are more that I 

did not use as credible sources. These incredible prophecies belong to the Roman Catholic (mother) 

Church and are free to be read and interpreted as we discern, as long as it does not go against Faith and 

Morals.  Mr. Ron Conte Jr. is not the “original author” of these events, the Holy Spirit is. 

There are many other authors who have written on these events and pertinent subject matter that are 

well worth reading that I have used as credible sources. They are footnote-numbered on each page and 

are listed in the back of this book in the “Bibliography” and in “Acknowledgements and References.” 

Authors reading the same information in research may come to the same or similar conclusions. ” 

 

3/5 stars   “It’s a little over the edge. It starts well…” 

By Double Two Step   December 31, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“It's a little over the edge. It starts well and then gets less believable three-quarters of the way into the 

book.” 

 

1/5 stars   “Street Corner end times signs” 

By D. Byrne   December 21, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“The author’s philosophical references are wrong in many cases, Pascal was a defender of the faith 

and devout Catholic (see Peter Kreeft "Pensees of Pascal"). 

He skips the powerfully evil influence of Nietzsche, and ignored the War in the Pacific in WWII. He 

presumes to extend and add to approved interpretations of apparitions by the Popes. Overall fear 

mongering. He did get "pray, pray, pray", and say the Rosary correct.” 

 

3/5 stars  “No one really seems to know who this author is…” 

By matthew paules   November 23, 2015 



Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“No one really seems to know who this author is. The book is thought provoking but at times seems to 

contradict itself . The authors claims are very different then the usual claims we hear in regard to the 

rapture and the end of days as we know it” 

Comment: (from Bruce Cyr) I am the author and this is my real name. I live in southern Alberta in 

Canada. If you want to know more about me just click on my name on the catalogue page. Also if you 

go to my web site of the same name as the title of the book and add .com , you can email me on my 

web site if you have other questions.  

 

2/5 stars   “Two Stars” 

By Amazon Customer   October 21, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Nothing to say.” 

 

3/5 stars  “Pray, Hope & don’t worry.” The coming of the Changing of The Conscience of the World”  

By John Tassiello   August 7, 2015 

Format: Kindle Edition/Verified Purchase 

“Excellent Reading. Prepare for a future that does not look safe. Pray pray pray. Not really sure if all 

described in book & dates are accurate. But a lot of it is correct & will happen at some point soon (5 

years or less). Stay Close to God ALWAYS!” 


